Date

: July 18, 2003 AEO (After Executive Order)

To

: Manager II/III Promotional Applicants

From

: The Usual Group of Managers, Supervisors and Administrators….

Subject : Manager Test Study Guide:
According to the Job Announcements for the II/III, the written test will be September 13th.
ASSUMING the current situation doesn’t alter that projected date, you have about 6 weeks to
study for the written part of this examination process.
In the coming ‘AEO’ years, the number of opportunities for Upward Mobilty may be reduced
due to the number of positions eliminated. SOME may want to throw up their hands and say,
‘There will ONLY be a very few openings in the next two years….What’s the use?’ OTHERS
will realize that NOW is the time to study harder, to be ready for those rare opportunities when
they DO arise.
Attached is a Manager Test Study Guide that helped many people determine what they
needed to study, in order to pass various Managerial Written tests. These are the categories
and types of questions USUALLY contained on various Manager 1,2, & 3 tests at DMV
(though more and more, the questions are asked in very DMV-specific settings….Instead of a
math question asking about 4.5 ‘widgets’ per hour, times 8.5 hours in a day, it might read 4.5
drive tests per office-hour, how many in a week if you have 3 examiners….But the math is still
the same, no matter what the setting….).
If math is your strong suit on tests, brush up, but don’t necessarily study like you were in
college….STUDY WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW! I don’t know if there’ll be much Reg or DL on
this level of test, but the Test announcements mention Administration, ‘fiscal policies’
(accounting), Contract administration, etc. The Flyer has told you exactly what the various
sections of the written test will cover....Find the proper manual & read it.
The Reg & DL answers in this guide were last updated by employees who were studying for
the Manager I test 4 years ago (so it’s been a while…there are many ‘wrong answers’…It’s the
TYPES of questions we’re trying to convey here). When you see an answer that you “just
know is wrong” then LOOK IT UP....What we actually do every day is not always exactly what
the law (or even the Manual) says we should do. And the test you’ll take is based on the
Vehicle code and the Manual; not reality. Use the Reg/DL Manual as a secondary source of
information, as the CODE is the most important source.
If you study hard you won't need luck, but we still wish you GOOD LUCK from the entire DMV
Management Team.

ADMINISTRATION
1. Office machines are not considered for replacement unless they have been in service for at least 10
years.
T F
11.010 ACCT
2. Within 10 days, an employee must notify their immediate supervisor when:

______

A. A member of their immediate family is involved in a felony
B. An immediate member of their family or household is hired by or does consultant work for any
business licensed by DMV.
C. A member of their immediate family is involved with a drug related misdemeanor.
3. When an employee of the Department has applied for a salary advance, it must first be approved by:
A. Their Region Administrator B. Their Division Chief C. The State Controller
D. The Office
Manager.
4. In the case of a burglary at a DMV office, who must be immediately notified?

_____

A Region Administrator B Division Chief C Law Enforcement D Operational Review
5. The "complaint" procedure is found in which manual? Adm 7.100
A. Personnel

B. Administrative

C. State Administrative

___

6. A subpoena served on an employee of the Department having to do with a civil suit concerning a
departmental transaction must: Adm 6.013
___
A. Notify the legal office B. Notify the Director's office, who will defend them in court
C. Within 5 days, notify their immediate supervisor.
____
7. Office numbers are assigned by:

Acct 1.050

A. The Director B. Division of Field Office

C. HRB

___
D. State Control

8. What are the minimum light standards for general clerical work?

_____

A. 5 candle/foot power B. 10 candle/foot power C. 15 candle/foot power D. 25 candle/foot power
9. What is the maximum noise level allowable in the average office? (SAM)
A. 30 decibels

B. 60 decibels

C. 100 decibels

D. 8 decibels

______

10. The maximum amounts of vacation hours that can be held over at the end of the year vary,
depending upon bargaining unit. T F
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CASHIERING/ACCOUNTING
1. The authorized change fund for a Grade V office is:
A. 2000

B. 3000 C. 2500

D. 3500

______

2. Office change funds shall be verified:
A. On the 15th of each month B. Between the 10 and 17th of each month
C. Quarterly D. Once during each calendar month

______

3. A cashier is:
A. A trained field office technician
B. Any employee who accepts fees from the public.
C. Reg techs only

______

4. The most important qualification of a cashier at DMV is:
A. Honesty and integrity
B. Ability to meet and serve the public
C. All of the above

______

5. The person accountable for an assigned change fund is:

______

A. The cashier
B. The registration supervisor
C. The control cashier/Manager D. None of the above
6. Which of the following is not cashier negligence:

______

A. Altering an application or record
B. Imbalance in funds due to system failure
C. Manages accountable items carelessly resulting in a
disproportionate amounts of discrepancies
7. Which of the following is an acceptable instrument of payment? _____
A. Bank drafts
C. Government warrant

B. Bankcard checks
D. None of the above

8. Rolled coins are acceptable in reasonable amounts when:

______

A. The tech identifies it with the transaction by license number
B. Rolls are signed by applicant and identified to the transaction
C. The tech is sure all fees are present
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9. Payroll checks may be cashed in the office:
A. Never

______

B. With approval of office manager

C. When part to be used for DMV fees

10. Normally, checks for proper amounts are acceptable without further approval when they are:
A. Presented within 60 days of the check date
______
B. Presented within 12 months of the check date
C. Presented within 9 months of the check date with manager's
approval
11. The _________________ is responsible for assigning cashier identification numbers.
A. Control cashier
B. Office manager

B. Operations officer
C. Region Administrator

12. A cashier's cash-in shall be accomplished on the form:
A. Adm 386

B. Reg 311

C. Adm 311

______

D. Adm 344

13. Dealers shall list applications submitted to a field office on the form : _____
A. Adm 518

B. Adm 386

C. FO 247

D. Reg 247

14. Vessel renewal notices shall be submitted to headquarters with
A.
B.
C.
D.

Regular vehicle notices
Other vessel transactions
A separate vessel notices clearance
None of the above

______

15. Unissued obsolete partial year tabs shall be disposed of on or before:

_____

A. The 20th day following the last day of the month during which tabs were valid.
B. The 20th calendar day following the last work period of their validity.
C. The 30th calendar day following the last work period of their validity.
16. A renewal notice, showing $27.00 registration, $5.00 license fee, $2.00 CHP fee and $5.00 county fees
is paid 19 days after expiration of the last year’s registration. No PNO is presented.
What total fee is due?
A. $39.00

B. $47.00

C. $38.00

D. $45.00

______
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SENTENCE RECONSTRUCTION
Rephrase or rewrite each sentence according to the directions given
into a sentence which follows requirements of standard written English.
1. Returning as a mature person to the town of his birth he was greeted
by those who had shunned him as a boy.
Begin the sentence with When he returned:
______
A. to the town where he was born
B. to his birthplace town
C. to the town where he was given birth
D. to the place of his birth
2. A tap on the door having interrupted her musings, she decided to finish washing her hair:
Begin the sentence with Since a tap of the door:
______
A.
B.
C
D.
E.

had interrupted
occurred to interrupt
broke up
interrupted
was interrupted

3. The gate opened and the two men emerged.
Change The gate to As soon as the gate:
A.
B.
C.
D.

______

, here the two men
, we found that the two men emerged
, the two men had emerged
, the two men emerged

4. Summer was now coming on with hasty steps, and I was aware that
my seventeenth birthday was fast approaching.
Change Summer was to Now that summer was:
A. steps, I realized
B. steps, because
C. steps, it dawned on me

D. steps, at last
E. steps, I found

5. Take those apples even though they are a bit green.
Change even though they to which:
A. nevertheless
B. let's hope

______

C. we realize
D. consequently

______

E. it seems
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ADMINISTRATION ANSWER SHEET
1. T

4. C

7. C

2. B

5. A

8. D

3. D

6. A

9. B

10. T

CASHIERING ANSWER SHEET

1. C

5. A

9. A

13. C

2. D

6. B

10. A

14. A

3. B

7. A, B, & C

4. C

8. B

11. B

12. C

15. C
16. D

SENTENCE RECONSTRUCTION

1. A

2. A

3. D

4. A

5. C
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DRIVERS LICENSE

1. A farm labor vehicle is one which:

VC 322

____

A. Is owned by a farmer
B. Is used to transport 7 or more farm employees
C. Is used to transport 9 more farm employees
2. When a drivers license has been canceled:

______

A. A $15.00 reissue fee is due
B. There is a definite period for the duration of the cancellation.
C. The applicant may re-apply for a license immediately
3. When a driving privilege is revoked:

______

A. The license is terminated, but may be applied for at the end of a specified time. 3.101 DLM
B. It is always a temporary action.
C. A license may never be applied for.
4. A person driving with only a permit must:

______

A. Be accompanied by a licensed driver.
B. Be accompanied by a licensed driver over 18 year of age,
whose driving privilege is not on probation.
C. Be accompanied by a licensed driver over 21 years of age.
5, The re-issue fee to be paid after a discretionary suspension is:
A. $5.00 B. $55.00 C. None

D. $10.00

______

6. When a driver is stopped by a peace officer who has reason to believe that the person has been
drinking, what is the penalty for refusing to take chemical test.
A.
B.
C.
D.

None
Suspension for one year of the driving privilege.
Revocation of the driving privilege.
Revocation of the driving privilege for six months.

7. The Vehicle Code describes any two wheeled vehicle under
15 gross brake horse power as a:
A. Motorized bicycle (moped)
B. Motorcycle

______

______

C. Motor-driven cycle
D. Rolls-Can-Ardley
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8. A motorized bicycle operated on a highway:

_____

A. Must be registered and operated with a valid license
B. Need not be registered, but operated with a valid license or permit
C. Need not be registered, but must be operated with a CL-M license
9. Regular ID cards will expire on:
A.
B.
C.
D.

3rd birthday following date of issuance
4th birthday following date of issuance
5th birthday following date of issuance
6th birthday following date of issuance

______

10. At the age of ______or older, a person may apply for a "Senior Citizen" ID card.
A. 55

B. 61

C. 62

D. 60

11. A person may make application for renewal of his license at any time. T
12. A person may qualify as a self-insurer if: VC 16052/16053
A.
B.
C.
D.

______

F

______

There are at least 25 vehicles registered in his name
There are more than 15 vehicles registered in his name
There are at least 30 vehicles registered in his name
There are more than 25 motor vehicles registered in his name

13. The suspension of an operator's drivers license in an accident who had failed to establish proof
financial responsibility shall become effective not earlier than:
VC 16070
A.
B.
C.
D.

Fifty days following the accident
Fifty days following receipt of the accident by the department
The seventy-sixth day after receipt of the first accident report the department
Thirty days after mailing the notice of intent to suspend

of

______

14. Proof of ability to respond in damages shall provide for: VC 16430
A.
B.
C.
D.

$50,000 liability
______
$45,000 liability
A total of $35,000 liability which includes $10,000 for damages to property
$15,000 for injury to any one person, $30,000 injury to two or
more persons, and $5,000 for damages to property.

15. The contents of all required accident reports and supplemental reports:
A.
B.
C.
D.

______

Shall be for the confidential use of the Department only VC 20012
May be released to the driver or his attorney only VC 16005
Shall be without prejudice to the individual making the report
Shall be for the confidential use of the Department and California Highway Patrol
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16. Whenever the driver of a vehicle is physically incapable of making a required accident report, the
report shall be made by, or caused to be made by:
VC 20010
A.
B.
C.
D.

The legal owner of the vehicle
The registered owner of the vehicle
Any occupant in the vehicle at the time of the accident
Driver in the form of a supplemental report

______

17. Which of the following is not a passing score on the "orthorater" for a Class C license?
A. T6,T4,T4

B. T6,T5,T3

C. T6,T5,T5

D.

T6,T6,T3

______

18. A driving school operator or an independent instructor shall maintain bodily injury and property
damage liability insurance in at least the following amounts:
VC 11103
______
A. Total of $35,000
B. $150,000 for bodily injury or death to one person, $300,000 for bodily injury or death of two
or more persons and $50,000 for damage to property
C. A good and sufficient bond in the amount of $2,000 with
corporate surety thereon in lieu of insurance
D. None of the above
19. When a judgment for damages over $500 is unsatisfied or a period of 30 days, the Department:
______
A. Shall suspend the drivers license and the registration card
and license plates of the motor vehicle involved
B. Shall not effect suspension of drivers license or vehicle
registration when security has been deposited
C. May suspend the drivers license and the registration card
and license plates of the motor vehicle involved
D. Shall suspend the privilege to operate a motor vehicle
20. If at any time during the minority of the person who has given proof of ability to respond in damages
and the proof fails, the Department:
A.
B.
C.
D.

May suspend the drivers license
Shall suspend the drivers license
Shall revoke the drivers license
Shall cancel the drivers license

______

21. The following persons are not required to obtain a drivers license except: VC 36300

A.
B.
C.
D.

Any person operating a snowmobile on private property
______
Any person operating implements of husbandry
Any employee of the United States operating government vehicles on government business
Any person operating a farm tractor while towing a farm trailer carrying farm produce between farms

22. A man whose birthdate is 07/16/32 applies on 06/13/89 for an original California license, passes
the written test on 07/02/89 and the driving test on 07/31/89. If no other factors are involved,
his license when received will show an expiration date on birthdate in:
A. 1990

B. 1991

C. 1992

D. 1993

E. 1994

______

23. Which of the following cannot be accepted as proof of ability to respond in damages following
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an unsatisfied judgment?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

DLM 14-9

Certificate from an insurance carrier
Bond of the Surety Company
Certificate of self-insurance
Deposit of $35,000 in cash
None of the above

______

24. The Department may not disclose from accident reports & surety deposit records:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Names and addresses of persons involved
Names and addresses of insurance carriers
Amount of insurance coverage
That suspension action has been taken by the Department

VC

16005

______

25. A class C (3) drivers license allows the operation of: VC 12804
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A passenger bus of 28 person capacity or less
A 2 axle truck weighing 13,000 lbs. gross
A 2 axle truck towing a vehicle weighing 7,000 lbs gross
A 3 axle truck of 9,000 lbs unladen weight
A truck tractor and semi-trailer

______

26. How many motor vehicles must a company own to be a self-insurer?
A. At least 10
C. At least 15

VC 16052/16053

B. More than 25
D. More than 50

______

27. A non-resident over the age of 18 whose home state or country does not require the licensing of
drivers, may operate a foreign vehicle owned by him without obtaining a California license for:
VC 12503
A.
B.
C.
D.

A maximum of 10 days
Not to exceed 30 days
Not to exceed 60 days
None of the above

______

28. The Department shall revoke the drivers license of a person convicted of driving while under the
influence of intoxicating liquor for a period of 3 years when:
VC 13352A (5)
A. It is the first such conviction
B. It is the second such conviction within 3 years
C. It is the third such conviction within 7 years

______

29. The term used when the condition in which the eyes are not parallel for distant vision is:
DLM 7-54
A. Suppression
C. Strabismus

B. Dipiopia
D. Nystagmus

______

30. An applicant for a first California drivers license presents and surrenders a valid Hawaii drivers
license. His Hawaiian license:
13.0333 DLM
______
A. Will be kept in Sacramento in a special non-resident file
B. Will be destroyed upon issuance of a California license
C. Will be sent to a field office if he later plans to return to Hawaii, and will be returned to him
10

upon surrender of California license
D. Will be returned to the state of Hawaii
E. Will be kept on file in the field office
31. A person is not required to obtain a drivers license while driving on or operating implements of
husbandry incidentally over the highways, except:
VC 12501/16300/36102
A. When driving a farm tractor across a highway
______
B. When using tip-bed type trailer
C. When towing a farm trailer with a farm tractor carrying farm produce between farms
D. When operating a fertilizer applicator rig in the conduct of agricultural operations
32. Unless otherwise provided for in the Vehicle Code, the maximum punishment of a person
convicted of a misdemeanor violation of the code: _______
VC 42002
A. Shall not exceed a fine of $250
B. Shall not exceed a fine of $500
C. Shall not exceed a fine of $1000 or 6 months in the county jail
D. None of the above
33. State employee while operating a state vehicle has and accident where it is determined that he
was negligent, which of the following is true:
______
A.
B.
C.
D.

He will not be liable under any circumstances
He may be held liable for payment of damages
He will be suspended
His employment will be terminated

34. A 21 year old non-resident, New York licensed driver would be able
to drive in California until: ________
VC 12505
A. 10 days after accepting employment
C. 10 days after establishing residency

B. 10 days after entry

35. What is the legal age for a school bus driver: ________ VC 12516
A. 16

B. 17

C. 18

D. 21

36. Which one of the following would be passing score on the Snellen Chart: ________
A.
B.
C.
D.

Can miss one letter in a line with both eyes
Can miss one letter in a line with either R or L eye or both
Can miss one letter on any line
None of the above

37. A minor who has completed driver education is eligible for a driver's license at age: ________
A. 15

B. 16

C. 17

D. 18

38. Which one of the following would be the most important criteria in setting up a DT route:
A. Length of drive
______
B. At least four skill tests
C. The most problems and skill tests that can be accomplished in the shortest time and length
39. Persons signing for a minor's license are liable for what amount?: _______
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A. 15-20-5

B. 15-30-5

C. 10-20-5

D. 10-15-10

40. In what amount must a driving school bond be?: _______ VC 11102
A. $1000

B. $2000

C. $25,000

D. $15,000

41. What is the minimum age for obtaining a non-restricted drivers license?: _______
VC 12512, VC 12507
A. 14

B. 15 1/2

C. 16

D. 18

42. If a person applied for a drivers license and pays the $12 fee, how many total times can he
repeat the required test within a period of one year?: ________
A. One time B. Two times C. Three times D. Four times
43. A minor whose father refuses to sign the application for a drivers
license may apply for a refund of the $12.00 application fee.:
A. TRUE

B. FALSE

______

44. You may drive the following vehicles with a class C (3) drivers license: _______
A.
B.
C.
D.

A school bus
A 3 axle housecar towing a trailer of 9,000 lbs.
A 3 axle truck towing a 2,000 lb. trailer
None of the above
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45. The abbreviation O.S., as used in the DL manual, is a visual term meaning: ______ 16.601 DLM
A. Right eye
B. Left eye C. Hard of hearing
D. Sent for eye test
E. Wears contact lenses
46. According to the DL manual, an applicant should be referred to a vision specialist when the
Orthorater reading is: _______16.309 DLM, 16.313 DLM
A. 6,5,6

B. 6,6,4

C. 6,3,6

D. 6,2,6

E. 6,6,6

47. Which of the following persons is not required to obtain a drivers license: _______
A.
B.
C.
D.

Any person while driving or operating a off-highway vehicle
A United States senator while driving with his own vehicle on the highway
A person 17 1/2 years of age while operating a motor-driven cycle on the highway
A non-resident under the age of 21 while driving on the highway

48. Any licensed non-resident under the age of 18 who is a member of the armed forces of the
United States, on active duty in this state, may operate a motor vehicle without obtaining a
drivers license for a maximum of: ________ VC 12518
A. 10 days B. 20 days C. 60 days D. 30 days
49. A student drivers license expires: ________
A.
B.
C.
D.

VC 12652

The last day of the driver training course
Sixty days from date of issue
When the semester ends
Thirty days from date of issue

50. The department may issue a junior permit to: _______ VC 12513
A.
B.
C.
D.

A person age 14 through 18 years of age
Any person at least 14, but less than 18 years of age
A student of secondary school only
Any person at least 15, but less than 21 years of age

51. Not withstanding certificate provisions, what class of drivers
license is required to operate a farm labor vehicle?: ______
A. Class A

B.

Class B

C. Class C
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52. A resident of Iowa enters California on 11/2/95, with an Iowa drivers license that expires on his
birthday 8/29/96, and Iowa plates which expire 12/31/95. On 11/13/95 he accepts employment
in California. He becomes a resident on 12/13/95. He was born in 1944. He may operate a
motor vehicle:
_____
VC12505
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Not to exceed 10 days from 11/2/95
Not to exceed 10 days from 11/13/95
Until 8/29/96
Until 2/4/96
Not to exceed 10 days from 12/13/95

53. The person signing a minor's application for a license is not liable for the negligent or wrongful
act of the minor while driving a motor vehicle when: _______ VC 17710
A. The minor is driving a friend's car, without the knowledge of the signator
B. The minor is acting as the agent or servant of any person
C. The minor holds a valid class C (3) drivers license, but is involved in an accident on the
highway while operating a motorcycle
D. The minor has an accident while driving the family car without permission.
54. When the Department receives satisfactory evidence of the death of the father or mother or the
person or guardian who signed and verified the minor's application, the Department: _______ VC
17712
A.
B.
C.
D.

May temporarily withdraw the minor's drivers license
Shall revoke his drivers license
Shall refuse to issue a new license
Shall cancel the license

55. Any civil liability of a minor arising out of his driving a motor vehicle: _______
A. Is imposed upon the parent only if the minor has a valid license
B. Is imposed only upon the guardian whether licensed or not, when the guardian has given
written consent
C. Is jointly and severally shared by the custodian, parent or person with the minor, whether
licensed or not, when permission to use the vehicle is implied or expressed
D. Is born by the parents, guardian, or custodian only
56. In the event of death of any person resulting from an accident and if there is no police officer at
the scene, the driver of any vehicle involved shall report the accident to the nearest Calif.
Highway Patrol or duly authorized police authority: _____ VC 20004
A. Without delay
C. Within 8 hours

B. Within 24 hours
D. Within 48 hours
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57. The Department shall issue a license certificate to a driving school instructor when he qualifies
for a period of: _______ VC 11105
A.
B.
C.
D.

3 years from the application date
4 years from date of issuance
1 year from date of issuance
4 years from application date

58. A driving school owner is not required to:

______

A. Be a person who has not been convicted of a crime involving
dishonesty, fraud, or deceit
B. Maintain a place of business open to the public
C. Have a valid California drivers license
D. File a bond in the amount of $2000
59. The application fee for a driving instructor is: ______ 11105.2 (C-1)
A.
B.
C.
D.

$30.00 payable to the Department of Motor Vehicles
$10.00 payable to the California Highway Patrol
$25.00 payable to the Department of Motor Vehicles
$10.00 payable to the Department of Compliance Service

60. A temporary permit may be issued to any person applying for an instructors license who has met
all requirements for a period of: ______
VC 11106
A. 60 days B. 90 days C. 120 days D. None of the above
61. An application for a basic class C drivers license does not reflect one of the following: _______
VC 12800
A.
B.
C.
D.

The applicant's social security number
Whether the applicant has previously been issued an ID card
Applicant's true full name, age, sex and residence address
Any other information necessary to enable the Department to determine whether the applicant
is entitled to a license under the Vehicle Code.

62. The Department shall not issue or renew a drivers license to any person: _______
A.
B.
C.
D.

Who is over 90 years old
Who is unable to read and understand simple English used in traffic and direction signs
Who has any physical or mental defects
Who cannot meet the required vision standard

63. Which of the following may be issued an identification card: ______
A.
B.
C.
D.

Any person
Any person with a Nevada drivers license
Any person 16 years of age or older
Any person 18 years of age or older who does not have a valid California drivers license

64. The proper class license needed to operate a youth bus is: _______
A. Class A

B. Class B

C. Class C

VC 12523

65. It is a rebuttable presumption that a person's blood alcohol level was 0.10 while driving, if that
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person's blood alcohol level is proved by chemical tests to be 0.10 within ______ hours after
driving.
VC 23152
A. 3

B. 2

C. 1

D. 1/2

66. Upon Conviction of a first offense of Section 23152 VC, a fine of $390.00 to $500.00 will be
levied. In addition, there shall be: _______
VC 23160
A.
B.
C.
D.

A minimum of 5 days imprisonment
96 hours to 6 months imprisonment
A maximum of 10 days imprisonment
None of the above

67. A person who drives 25,000 miles or more per year shall be prima-facie presumed to be a
negligent operator when his driving record shows a point count of: _______
VC 12810
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

4 in 12 months
6 in 24 months
8 in 36 months
6 in 12 months
None of the above

68. Using the hands of a clock as measurement, at what position should
you place your hands firmly on the steering wheel?: ______
A. 3 & 9 B. 10 & 12 C. 10 & 4 D. None of the above
69. Less than 1/2 of all accidents happen at night: _________
A. TRUE
B. FALSE

Com'l Handbook, Pg. 44

70. An "all terrain vehicle safety instructor" is a person who is: ________
1. Sponsored by an ATV Safety Training Organization
2 . Has completed a course in ATV Safety instruction administered by an ATV Safety Organization
3. Has been licensed by the DMV pursuant to Section 11105.1
4. Has completed a course in ATV Safety instruction, administered
by an "approved" ATV Safety Organization.
A. 1 & 2 B. 2 & 3 C. 1,2, 4 D. 1, 3 & 4
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71. ATV means a motor vehicle subject to division (a) of VC Section 38010, which is : ________
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

50" or less in width and has handle bars for steering control
600 lbs or less, unladen weight
Suspended on 3 or more low pressure tires
Has a single seat designed to be straddled by the operator
All of the above

72. Spills of hazardous materials should be reported immediately to
the nearest CHP or police department office: _____
A. TRUE

B. FALSE

73. Spills of hazardous materials must be reported to the Department of Hazardous Waste
Materials: ___________
A. TRUE

B. FALSE

74. The National Response Center helps coordinate emergency response
to chemical hazards: ________
A. TRUE

B. FALSE

75. Normally at intersections the car on the left shall yield to the
vehicle on the right. Would this right-of-way apply specifically
when a terminating highway intersects with a continuing highway?
A. TRUE

B. FALSE

76. Normally, to apply for a commercial drivers license (CDL) you will
have to take a written test and a driving test: _______
A. TRUE

B. FALSE

77. Which of the following does not require a special certificate:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

______

Tank combination/bulk liquid load driver
School bus driver
School pupil activity bus driver
Youth bus driver
None of the above is correct

78. What is the penalty for refusing to take a chemical test with one prior DUI on record?
A. 1 year suspension
_____
B. 2 year revocation
C. 1 year restricted driving to and from coarse of employment
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79.

What is the ADMIN PER SE (APS) penalty for an excessive BAC with
no priors for a non-commercial class F driver?
A. 6 months suspension
B. 12 months suspension
C. 4 months suspension

80.

______

A non-Commercial Class C driver with no priors is cited for DUI
and issued an APS of Suspension. What restrictions may be obtained?
A. Restricted to and from alcohol treatment program and COE
B. Course of Employment Only
C. Not eligible for any restricted license
______

81.

A person suspended under a Negligent Operator (NEG. OP) action may request a hearing?
VC 12810.5
A. True
B. False

82.

What are the reinstatement requirements following a Neg. Operator suspension or
VC 12810.5(c)
A. SR22 and $100 penalty
B. SR1P filing and Re-Issue fee
______
C. None of the above

83.

May a CDL driver with one prior arrested for DUI in his personal vehicle (Non-Commercial
Class F), who takes the breath test and is over .08 percent be eligible for restricted license
(Restricted 77)
A. Yes

revocation?

B. No

84. In order to have a restriction 77 (alcohol treatment program), does a CDL driver needs to
downgrade his Class A to Class C if cited for DUI on a commercial vehicle and issued an APS
Order of Suspension for four (4) months?
A. Yes
85.

B. No

What is the penalty for 2ND conviction of DUI 23152A3?

_____

A. 2 years
B. Suspended for 18 months or restrict for one year if
elected to participate in SB38 program
C. Not eligible for any restricted license until suspension
is over and show evidence of completion DL101)
86.

Do you need a completion of program (DL101) and an SR 22 to end the 2ND DUI restrictions?
A. Yes

B. No
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DRIVERS LICENSE ANSWER SHEET

1. C
2. C
3. A
4. B
5. B
6. B
7. C
8. A
9. D
10. C
11. T
12. D
13.D
14. D
15. C
16. C
17. B
18. B
19. D
20. D
21. D
22. C

23. D
24. C
25. B
26. B
27. B
28. C
29. C
30. D
31. C
32. C
33. B
34. C
35. C
36. B
37. D
38. C
39. B
40. B
41. C
42. C
43. A
44. B

45. B
46. D
47. A
48. C
49. A
50. B
51. C
52. E
53. B
54. D
55. C
56. A
57. C
58. C
59. A
60. C
61. A
62. B
63. A
64. B
65. A
66. B

67. D
68. D
69. B
70. D
71. E
72. A
73. B
74. A
75. B
76. A
77. A
78. B
79. C
80. A
81. A
82. B
83. B
84. A
85. B
86. B
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REGISTRATION

1. The Director of Motor Vehicles shall execute and deliver an official bond of: ________
A. $2000 B. $5000 C. $15000 D. $25000 E. None of the above
2. A sale shall be deemed completed and consummated when the purchaser has (most complete
answer): __________
A. Paid the purchase price in full
B. Signed a purchase contract
C. Signed a security agreement or paid purchase price and taken possession of the vehicle
3. A non-resident service person purchases a car in California 11-22-96 that is not currently
registered, but which has a valid PNO. On 11-23-96, registration is applied
for by the service person.
What portion of the license fee, if any is due: _________
A. Full year VLF B. 7/12ths VLF C. 5/12th VLF D. No VLF
4. The department may, pending a hearing, temporarily suspend the license and certificates or
special plates issued to a manufacturer, transporter, or dealer for a period of time not to
exceed_______days:
A. 30 B. 29 C. 10 D. 90 E. 89

VC 11706

5. Dealership licenses shall expire 1 year from midnight of the last
day of the month of issuance. Application for renewal must be made
not more than ________days prior to the expiration date:
A. 90 B. 5 C. 30 D. 120

VC 11717

6. Whenever the owner of an undocumented vessel numbered under the Code sells or transfers his
title or interest in, or any part thereof, the owner shall within _______days notify the department
of said sale or transfer:
A. 10 B. 5 C. 20 D. 15

VC 9911

7. Notice of change of address of location of an undocumented vessel
must be made to the department within________days:
A. 10 B. 15 C. 5 D. 30

VC 9865

8. The department may issue a temporary vehicle salesperson's license
for_________days, while it is completing its investigation.
A. 60 B. 120 C. 30 D. 76

VC 11803

9. An application for refund of a vehicle license fee must be made:
A. Within 2 years after the fee became due
B. Within 3 years after the fees were paid
C. Within 2 years of date of payment
D. Within 4 years of date of payment

_____

R&T 10901
R/M 15.300
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10. The department shall keep a record of each vehicle registered in the following ways except:
A. Distinctive number assigned to the vehicle
B. Plate number assigned to the registered owner
C. Alphabetical, under the name of the owner
D. Under the motor or permanent identifying number of the vehicle
as may be determined by the department

_______

11 . The following are considered "dealers" by the Vehicle Code except:

_______

A. Is engaged wholly or in part in the business of selling vehicles,
or buying or taking in trade, vehicles for the purpose of resale
B. Selling of racing vehicles used exclusively for closed course
racing, except for not more than 10% that must be registered
under this code
C. Persons engaged in the business of soliciting for the sale and
delivery of vehicles outside the territorial limits of the U.S.
providing that sales of such vehicles produce less than 10% of
their total gross revenue
12. Historical vehicle plates are assigned:

VC5004

_______

A. Permanently to the owner of the vehicle
B. Permanently to the vehicle
C. On a regular year-round renewal
13. The fees for duplicate historical plates goes into which fund:
A. Motor Vehicle Account B. Motor Vehicle Fund
C. Environmental Plate Fund
VC 5004

______

14. When a license plate is found to be missing from a cashier's
assigned items, who is to be notified:
______
A. Internal Audit Section B. District Manager
C. Inventory Management Supervisor
15. Where are VIN plates ordered from:

______

A. Inventory Management B. Central Supply
C. Chief, Division of Registration & Investigative Services
RM 1.260
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16. In the event a vehicle assigned ELP's is not registered for one full registration year, what fees
are due, if a PNO is presented for that year:
______
A. None B. $12.00 C. One year's ELP fee D. $35.00
17. If a foreign pickup that has auto type plates assigned to it by
the foreign jurisdiction enters this state:
______
A. It is a commercial vehicle according to this state, and there is
no difference in reciprocity with any state
B. It shall be treated as an automobile for the purpose of
determining when registration will be required
C. May also be registered as an automobile in this state
18 . After a report of dismantling is submitted, what must appear on a
bill of a sale between two dismantlers:
RM 18.240
______
A. The acquisition number
B. Acquisition number and dismantling report number
C. The VLF, last license plates assigned to the vehicle, and last
year registered
19. Of the following, which would best describe the registration of a 1934 dump truck:
9401(A/B)
______

VC

A. Must be registered as a commercial vehicle, paying full weight
and a license fees
B. Registered as commercial vehicle, with commercial plates,
C. Pay license fees, registration fees, and assigned auto plates
20. What is the fee for a 1942 antique motorcycle?
A. $12.00 B. $15.00

C. $20.00

VC 50045

D. $25.00

______

21. According to the vehicle code, a golf cart must weigh less than _____. VC 345
A. 1500 lbs.

B. 1300 lbs.

C. 1000 lbs.

D. 1999 lbs.

22. A used vehicle is bought on 8-5-92. The plates are due to expire on 8-12-92. When is the last
day fees may be paid without penalty if no PNO is furnished?
Reg. Man. 35.550
A. On the normal date of expiration
B 10 days from date of sale
C. 20 days from date of sale

______

23. A vehicle which has a seat for the rider, has three wheels touching the ground and weighs less than
1500 pounds fits the definition of a motorcycle.
VC 400
True

False

______

24. Cashier negligence in an automated office shall be presumed when a cashier:

ACCT 4-C-3
______

A. Has 3 or more shortages in one 5 day period
B. Reveals their ID number to another employee
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C. Fails to "log off" when not in the immediate vicinity of the terminal
25. No vehicle verification or weight certificate is required when an
application for prorate operation authority is submitted.
Reg. Man. 13.200

T

26. Which of the following cannot be moved on a $10.00 one-trip permit?
VC 4003

F

______

A. a mobile crane
B. a commercial vehicle weighing 60,001 lbs. or more
C. a vehicle last registered in another state
27. If a vehicle previously registered on a "quarterly" basis pays on 1-5-97
without a CNO, what fees are due?
______
A. weight fee, license fee, registration fee
B. license fee, registration fee, first quarterly fees and penalties
C. license fee, registration fee, weight fee for the full
year and full year penalties on all fees
28. If a stationwagon with optional commercial plates renews late,
what fees are due?
Reg. Man. 3.005
______
A. license fee, registration fee, weight fee and penalties
B. license fee, registration fee and penalty, weight fee
C. license fee, registration fee and penalties
29. When an amphibious vehicle is registered both as an automobile
and a vessel, which type of title will be issued?
______
A. Vessel B. Automobile C. Both
30. When is a VR DER prepared?

______

A. In all cases of headquarters communication disruption
B. By Phase II automated sites when a system down condition occurs
C. When the Z96 program requires manual input
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31. Cashier negligence will be presumed when a Cashier:

______

A. Records a transaction at a time other than in sequence order
B. Places accountable items within reach of the public (other than issuance to the customer)
C. Works from the same cash drawer as another cashier
D. All of the above
32. Cash is defined as:

______

A. American issued bills only
B. Currency, coin or checks only
C. Currency, checks, coin, money orders and warrants on hand or on deposit
D. Currency, checks, money orders and warrants
33. The fee for a disabled persons placard is:
A. $5.00

B. $6.00

______

C. No fee

34. Within how many days must the disposal of unused partial year
tabs be reported to Sacramento?
ACCT Manual 5-G-2
A. 60

B. 30

C. 90

______

D. No report needed

35. The department shall publish the complete text of the California Vehicle Code: VC 1656a

______

A. At least once every year after the adjournment of the legislature
B. Whenever there are more than 50 changes in the previous code
C. At least once every two years
D. Whenever there are sufficient changes to warrant such publication
36. Monies collected from the sales of Vehicle Codes shall be
deposited in the:.
VC 1656a
A. State Highway Fund
C. Motor Vehicle Fund

______

B. Motor Vehicle Account
D. General Fund

37. When ELP plates issued to a person are transferred to another
vehicle, the owner shall:
VC 5109

______

A. Immediately report the transfer of such plates to another vehicle
to the Department forthwith
B. Be charged $15.00 for the transfer of the plates
C. Retain the plates until the papers are returned from Sacramento
D. Be charged $35.00 for the transfer of the plates
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38. The unladen weight of a vehicle is defined as the weight of the
vehicle equipped and ready for operation on the road. It includes
all of the following except:
VC 660
A. Oil in the motor
B. Weight of a tow car crane
C. Radiator full of water
D. Permanently attached boxes and body parts
39. A "camper" is not considered an automobile when:

______

VC 243

A. It is not permanently attached to the bed of a pickup
B. It weighs less than 21500 lbs.
C. It has one axle
D. It provides facilities for human habitation only

______

40. The term "transporter" includes all of the following except: VC 645b
A. A person in the business of operating a tow car
______
B. A person moving a vehicle to a dealer
C. A person lawfully moving a vehicle for the owner
D. A person moving a vehicle on highway for delivery to the sales agent of a manufacturer
41. A "bus" is most normally defined as any motor vehicle:

VC 233

A. Other than a motor truck or truck tractor
______
B. Maintained for the transportation of passengers
C. Designed to carry 10 persons including the driver
D. Designed to carry more than 10 passengers including the driver
42. Those authorized to administer oaths and acknowledge signatures for the purpose of the Vehicle
Code include the following except:
VC 18
______
A. Officers of the Highway Patrol
B. Officers and employees of the Department of Public Works
C. Officers of the Department of Motor Vehicles
D. A Department of Motor Vehicle employee who is an Office
Assistant II
43. A signature or subscription my "mark" can be acknowledged to a
sworn statement only when witnessed by:
VC 17
A. One person
B. Two persons who put their own initials near the mark
C. Two persons who sign their own names to the statement
D. Two persons who sign an attached affidavit

______
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44. The commission empowered to enter into reciprocity agreements is the:
A. Drivers License Compact Commission
B. Health & Safety Code Commission
C. Commission of the Highway Patrol
D. Reciprocity Commission
45. The DMV has the option of holding up a transfer even if all
documents appear to be in order.
RM 1.000

VC 495

______

T

F

46. General Delivery, PO Box numbers, or "in care of" addresses are
never accepted on a registration application. RM 1.115
T F
47. DMV employees are the only authorized vehicle verifiers.
RM 1.125

T

F

48. A verification form being completed on a 1954 Oldsmobile must
show both engine and serial number in all cases.
RM 7.000

T

F

T

F

54. The full year weight fee for a 2 axle trailer weighing 3100 lbs
is $77.
VC 9400

T

F

55. Penalties on special plates; ELP, HAM, Disabled Persons, CB,
etc., is an amount equal to the original fee for such plate.
RM 1.320

T

F

49.Documents in the name John James Smith may be signed J. J. Smith;
J. Jas. Smith; or John J. Smith.
RM 1.139
T

F

50. A "name statement" must be signed by the principal only.
RM 1.143
51. An applicant who does not have all documents needed to register
a vehicle must obtain the additional documents before penalties
are due or pay the penalties.

T

F

52. All vehicles are registered by frame number. RM 1.255

T

F

53. A CAL____CA number may be assigned to a passenger vehicle with
a missing plate.
RM 1.260
T

F

56. Regular series plates may be issued to a vehicle exempt from
registration fees upon the certification of the:
VC 5001
A. Commissioner of the California Highway Patrol
B. The Attorney General of the State of California
C. Governor of the State of California
D. Department

______

57. A man brings his commercial vehicle to California on 11-23-96.
He explains that he will return to Oklahoma in July 1997, and
wishes to retain his valid Oklahoma plates. The manual indicates you would:
RM 10.120
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A. Explain to him this is not possible; he must turn in his ______
valid OK plates in order to obtain California registration.
B. Accept his application for registration with a statement
of facts from him explaining why he's retaining his out of
state plates.
C. Accept his application without further explanation; issue
California plates and stickers, and give him back his OK plates.
D. Explain to him that for an additional $1.00, we can mail his
plates to the Oklahoma Licensing Department for later retrieval.
58. Which is not needed to complete an application for Special ID
plates?
A. Bill of Sale
B. Description of the vehicle
C. Photo of the vehicle or vehicle type
D. An application

_______

59. According to the vehicle code, the minimum fee for an information
request is:
VC 1811
A. Determined by the Director
B. $0.25
C. $1.00
D. $3.00

______

60. Which of the following vehicles would show a year model?
A. SPCNS
B. Vehicles made from kits
C. Reconstructed vehicles
D. None of the above
61. In which of the following instances would a CCH not be exempt
from registration fees?
RM 10.024

______

______

A. A CCH owned by a non-resident military which displays valid out-of-state
license plates
B. An unoccupied CCH which is part of a dealer inventory
C. A CCH owned by an Indian while it's parked on a U.S. Government Indian Reservation
D. None of the above
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62. Which of the following may be registered as a title only? VC 4452
A. A vehicle registered to a licensed dealership
B. A vehicle with expired registration
C. A trailer coach on private property
D. None of the above
63. A publicly owned vehicle is owned by:

______

RM 4.010

A. U.S. Government
B. City Government
C. State Government
D. County Government
E. All of the above

______

64. Special mobile equipment is self-propelled. RM 4.030

T

F

65. Cemetery equipment may be moved incidentally on
public highways only when displaying a special
identification plate.
RM 4.010

T

66. An implement of husbandry is a vehicle used exclusively
in the conduct of agricultural operations.
RM 4.200

T

67. Primary use is defined as _____ of use time.
A. 51%

B. 66%

C. 50%

F

F

______

D. 75%

68. A certified copy of an original certificate of origin is as
acceptable to the Department as the original.

T

F

69. Which would apply to determine if a forklift truck is exempt from
weight fees?
VC 4013

______

A. The total weight of the vehicle
B. Whether or not it is to be moved unladen
C. Whether or not it is to be moved over public highways
further than 1/4 mile
D. All of the above
70. In some instances, a title only may be issued to a vehicle
located out of state.
RM 2.500

T

F

71. In order to work as a licensed salesperson, one must: VC 11812
A. Have a salesperson's license in their possession
at all times
B. Have a salesperson's license on display at sales premises
C. Pay a fee of $20.00
D. Take out a bond in the amount of $1,000.00

______

72. Which of the following would be exempt from weight fees? VC 9400
A. A trailer weighing less than 2000 lbs
B. A 2 axle commercial vehicle weighing less than 3000 lbs

______
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C. A 3 axle commercial vehicle weighing less than 2000 lbs
73. Vehicles altered by conversion to propane or natural gas
after 8-1-69 require a smog certificate upon transfer
unless otherwise specifically exempted under 27.070 of the
registration manual.
RM 27.100

T

F

74. Signatures of all new registered owners are required on used reports of sale. R/M 17.401
T
F
75. When application is made for duplicate certificate of number
and substitute sticker on the same application form, the fee
is $5.00.
T F
76. Applications may be submitted to the DMV electronically.
VC 1801.1
77. Commercial motor vehicles manufactured in 1936 or prior are
issued auto plates.
RM 3.110
VC 9401a
T

T

F

F

78. A 60 day temporary operating permit should be issued to an
applicant who is paying his registration renewal fees on a
potential with parking citations in order to avoid penalties,
even though the parking violation fees aren't paid at that
time.
RM 26.103

T

F

79. When an applicant applies for transfer only on a vehicle
with PNO and expired registration, no smog is needed.
RM 27.070

T

F

80. When a person residing in California or having an established
place of business here leases a vehicle from a non-resident
owner for use in California, the vehicle must be registered
here by either the lessee or the lessor, unless specifically
exempted from California registration.
RM 10.020

T

F

81. On 4-15-96, an applicant presents the most recent registration
(1988) for a vehicle. The fees are due date of first operation
and the application should be rated for a 12 month registration.
RM 2.420

T

F

82. A legal owner may sell his interest in a vehicle to another
legal owner without permission from the registered owner.
RM 5.010

T

F
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83. When may the DMV require an applicant to demonstrate their continued
eligibility for address confidentiality?
VC 1808.9
______
A. Upon renewal of their DL or ID card or not later than 90 days prior
to expiration
B. Not required on renewal
C. Will automatically continue
D. None of the above
84. Non-resident military personnel are exempt from:

RM 10.055

A. Registration fee B. Vehicle license fee
C. Transfer fee
D. Weight fee

______

85. The term “unladen weight" means the weight of a vehicle equipped and
ready for operation including all but:
RM 3.120

______

A. Oil in the motor
B. Fenders
C. Full tank of fuel
D. Radiator full of water
E. Any machinery attendant to the efficient operation of the
body of the vehicle
86. A vehicle with a yearly weight fee of $124 is withdrawn from
service on 3-15-97 and the owner surrenders the reg card and
plates. Expiration date was 12-31-97. On 7-1-97, he applies
for weight fee credit on a new vehicle. He will be allowed:
A. $30.00
B. Remainder of year's weight fee (July - Dec) minus $3.00
C. Remainder of year's weight fee (March - Dec) minus $3.00
D. Nothing
87. Upon application for transfer of a vehicle, the DMV shall require
evidence of Financial Responsibility.
VC 4000.37

______

T

F

88. A transfer fee is considered delinquent if not paid within
_____ days of the transfer date.
VC 5902
A. 15

B. 30

C. 10

D. 20

______

89. For VLF purposes, a non-trailer coach vehicle reaches it's
minimum value in _____ years.
RM335.060
A. 7

B. 8

C. 9

D. 11

E. 18

______
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90. Evidence that a new vehicle dealer in California has title
to new cars sold by him is ordinarily afforded the Department by:
RM 17.100
A. Certificate of proposed franchise
B. A factory invoice
C. His flooring plan
D. A manufacturer's certificate of origin

______

91. The fee for non-departmental fingerprints is:

_______

A. $3.00 B. $15.00 C. $7.00 D. $5.00 E. None of the above
92. The fee for OHV original application is:

RM 30.100

______

A. $10.00 B. $15.00 C. $7.00 D. $21.00 E. None of the above
93. A documented vessel is required to be documented by the:
RM 29.010

______

A. California Department of Motor Vehicles
B. United States Coast Guard
C. Department of Fish and Game
D. None of the above
94. Original boat registration is:

RM 29.170

______

A. $11.00 B. $2.00 C. $9.00 D. $22.00 E. None of the above
95. A non-resident enters California with a commercial vehicle
with a camper attached. He is going to register it as a
housecar. Fees are due:
RM 10.010

______

A. Within 20 days of entry
B. Within 30 days of entry
C. May drive on out of state plates until expiration, up
to maximum of one year
D. Immediately
E. Depends upon reciprocity agreement with other state
96. Diamond "E" Exempt plates are issued to which agencies?
RM 4.020
A. County

B. State

C. Quasi-political

______

D. None of the above
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97. Which would normally be issued to a vehicle being taken
to participate in a parade?
RM 9.100

______

A. No fee moving permit
B. $5.00 commercial trip permit
C. $10.00 trip permit
98. A cashier relieving at the counter may not use the same:
A. Plates

B. Tabs

C. Change fund

______

D. Terminal

99. Application for original registration of vehicles other
than motorcycles must include:
VC 4150

______

A. True name and business or residence address of owner
and legal owner if any
B. A description of the vehicle including make, model, body
type and date first sold
C. County of residence of registered owner
D. All of the above
100. The fee for an additional dealer plate is:
A. $3.00

B. $4.00

C. $5.00

D. $35.00

______
E. $15.00

101. Which of the following vehicles qualifies for "Horseless
Carriage" plates?
VC 5004

______

A. A motor vehicle manufactured in 1921
B. A motor vehicle manufactured in 1965 with 16 or more cylinders
C. A motor vehicle manufactured in 1923 and at least 25 yrs old
D. None of the above
102. Fees collected from the transfer of ownership of a vessel
goes into the ______ fund.
VC 9863
A. Motor Vehicle
B. Navigation and Ocean Development
C. Harbors and Watercraft Revolving
D. A general fund

______

103. A vehicle verifier's permit requires a bond of: VC 11301
A. $5000

B. $1000

C. $2000

D. $10000

______

E. No bond required
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104. A vehicle manufactured in the year 1941:
VC 5004.5

______

A. May apply for Historical Vehicle license plates
B. May apply for Antique Motorcycle license plates
C. Is exempt from annual registration fees
D. None of the above
105. The Director of the Department of Motor Vehicles is:
VC 1504/1651.5/1655/2600

______

A. Appointed at the pleasure of the Governor
B. Has peace officer powers
C. Shall assign dates for the expiration of registration
of trailers
D. All of the above
106. A repossessed vehicle is exempt from registration fees when:
VC 4022

______

A. Whenever requested by the Auto Retailer.
B.When legal owner files for Chapter 11 bankruptcy.
C. Solely for the purpose of transporting the vehicle from
point of repossession to the storage facility of
the repossessor.
107. When may the courts order the impoundment of a vehicle for which
no evidence of financial responsibility can be produced by the owner?

_______

A. Upon a first conviction under the Vehicle Code.
B. Upon a second or subsequent conviction
C. Both of the above.
108. The permit issued by the DMV used to tow a disabled plane
to a place of storage is:
VC 21114
A. $10.00 one trip permit
C. No fee moving permit

______

B. $45.00 commercial trip permit
D. None of the above

109. Vehicle salesperson licenses must contain the following
except:
VC 11802

______

A. Full face photograph
B. Name and address
C. Employing dealer's name and address
D. Usual signature
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110. The fee for Press Photographer plates is:

VC 5008

A. $12.00 B. $10.00 C. $20.00 D. $7.00

______

111. The renewal fee for Citizens Band license plates is:
VC 5020

______

A. $15.00 B. $20.00 C. $10.00 D. No fee
112. Which of the following is not considered a vehicle salesperson?
VC 675

______

A. Person employed by dealer to sell trucks only
B. General manager of a dealership
C. Person employed as a salesperson of boat trailers
D. None of the above
113. Operational Review (audits) belong to which division?

______

A. The Executive
B. Investigations and Occupational Licensing
C. Headquarters Operations
D. None of the above
114. A disabled person is exempted from paying weight fees in
certain circumstances on ______ commercial vehicles weighing less than 6001 lbs gross.
VC 9410
A. One
C. None

B. Two
D. All, if registered to him

______

115. Which of the following is not a member of the Reciprocity
Commission?
VC 2600
A. The State Controller
B. The Lieutenant Governor
C. The Director of Transportation
D. The Secretary of Business and Transportation

______

116. The usual period of reciprocity given to vessels currently
registered in another state is:
VC 9873
A. 30 days
C. 60 days

B. 90 days
D. Same as with auto plates

______

117. A motorized bicycle (moped) must be registered for
highway use.
VC 4020

T

F

118. It is a salesperson's responsibility to notify DMV
of a change in employment.
VC 11812

T

F

119. Upon loss or theft of both ELPs, the duplicate fee
is $25.00.

T

F

120. A $20.00 one-trip permit may be issued to a crane if
the trip is under 100 miles.
VC 40003

T

F
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121. A ship's lifeboat is not required to be registered.
VC 9873

T

F

122. Emission control devices and destination charges are
included in the "suggested base price" of an automobile.
R&T 10753

T

F

123. Any logging vehicle is exempt from registration.
VC 4018

T

F

124. A pickup truck with a temporary attached camper unit
would be considered a housecar if it contained a bed,
stove or cabinets.
VC 362
125. The fee for a historical vessel plaque is:
A. $5.00

B. $9.00

T

RM 29.180

C. $20.00

B. Phase III

C. Phase IV

______
D. Phase out

127. The California Highway Patrol law enforcement fee is:
A. $1.00

B. $2.00

______
D. No fee

126. Automation of drivers license functions is known as:
A. Phase II

F

C. $5.00

128. For the purpose of ownership and registration, the vessel
hull may not be inspected when the vessel is located:

______
D. No such fee

______

A. At a dry storage facility B. In public garage
C. In a private marine
D. None of the above
129. A converter is:

VC 267

________

A. A person other than a vehicle manufacturer, who prior to the retail
sale of a new vehicle assembles, installs, or affixes a body, cab,
or special equipment to the vehicle chassis.
B. A vehicle manufacturer who assembles, installs, affixes a body,
cab, or special equipment to the vehicle chassis.
C. A person who prior to retail sale of a used vehicle substantially
adds to, subtracts from, or modifies a vehicle.
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130. Upon application for renewal of registration of a vehicle, the
Department shall require evidence that the applicant is in
compliance with the financial responsibility laws.
True

VC 4000.37

False

ANSWER SHEET - REGISTRATION
1. D
2. C
3. D
4. A
5. A
6. B
7. B
8. B
9. B
10. B
11. C
12. B
13. C
14. C
15. A
16. C
17. A
18. A
19. C
20. B
21. B
22. C
23. T
24. C
25. T
26. A
27. C
28. A
29. B
30. B
31. D
32. C
33. C
34. B
35. C
36. B
37. A
38. B
39. C
40. A
41. D
42. B
43. C
44. D

45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

F
F
F
F
T
T
F
F
F
T
F
D
D
A
A
D
D
D
E
F
T
T
A
F
C
F
B
A
T
F
F
T
T
F
T
T
T
T
A
B
C
D
F
C

89. D
90. A
91. E
92. D
93. B
94. C
95. A
96. B
97. C
98. C
99. D
100. D
101. A
102. C
103. A
104. B
105. D
106. C
107. C
108. D
109. C
110. C
111. A
112. C
113. A
114. A
115. D
116. B
117. F
118. F
119. F
120. F
121. T
122. T
123. T
124. F
125. C
126. B
127. B
128. D
129. A
130. T
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DATA ANALYSIS
1. A + 9 is to Z7, as P/63 is to R.73.
A. Minus B. Plus C. What? D. Definitely
2. Reduce to the lowest terms 60/108.
A. 1/48 B. 1/3 C. 5/9 D. 10/18
3. Add 16 3/8, 4 4/5, 13 3/4, and 23 5/6.
A. 58 91/120 B. 57 1/4 C. 58 D. 59
4. Which fraction is largest?
A. 9/16 B. 7/10 C. 5/8

D. 4/5

5. The population of Poway was 54,000 in the past census.
It has increased 2/3's since then. Poway's present
population is:
A. 18,000 B. 36,000 C. 72,000 D. 90,000
6. Add 37.03, 11.5627, 3.4005, 3423 and 1.141,
A. 3476.1342 B. 3500 C. 3524.4322 D. 3424.1342
7. Subtract 4.64324 from 7.
A. 3.35676 B. 2.35676 C. 2.45676 D. 2.36676
8. Which is largest?
A. .1 B. 0.01 C. .11

D. 0.10011

9. 10% written as a decimal is:
A. 1.0 B. 0/01 C. 0.001
10. Multiply the following:

A. .4

B. 4.0

C. 5

D. 0.1

800
x.005
D. 40

11. Add five hours and thirteen minutes, three hours and
forty-nine minutes and fourteen minutes:
A. 8 hr 16 min
B. 9 hr 16 min

C. 9 hr 76 min
D. 8 hr 6 min
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QUESTIONS 12 THRU 15 REFER TO THE FOLLOWING GRAPH:
------------------------------------------------¦ Vehicles crossing the Hudson Bridge
Sunday
¦ ####@
¦
Monday
¦ ####@@@
¦
Tuesday
¦ ###@@@@
¦
Wednesday ¦ # # # @ @
¦
Thursday
¦ ###@@@
¦
Friday
¦ ####@@
¦
Saturday
¦ ###@
¦
Each symbol = 500 vehicles
¦ # = passenger car @ = truck
------------------------------------------------12. What percent of the total number of vehicles on
Wednesday were cars?
A. 30% B. 60% C. 20%

D. 50%

13. What was the total number of vehicles crossing the
bridge on Tuesday?
A. 7

B. 700

C. 1100

D. 3500

14. How many more trucks crossed on Monday than on
Saturday?
A. 200

B. 1000

C. 1500

D. 2000

15. If trucks paid a toll of $1.00 and cars paid a toll of
$.50, how much money was collected in tolls on Friday?
A. $400.00 B. $600.00 C. $2000.00 D. $2500.00
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16. "The prevention of accidents makes it necessary not only that safety
devices be used to guard exposed machinery, but also that mechanics
be instructed in safety rules that they must follow for their own
protection and that the light in the plant be adequate.
This paragraph best supports the statement that industrial accidents:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Are always avoidable.
May be due to ignorance.
Usually result from inadequate machinery
Cannot be entirely avoided.
Result in damage to machinery.

17. I. It shall be unlawful for any person to engage in or conduct the business
of dealing in, trading in, selling, receiving or repairing condemned, rebuilt
or used weighing or measuring devices without a permit therefore.
II. Such permit shall expire on the twenty-eighth day of February next
succeeding the date of issuance thereof.
III. Every person engaged in the above business, within
five days after the making of a repair or the sale
and delivery of a repaired, rebuilt or used
weighing or measuring device, shall serve notice in
writing on the commissioner giving the name and
address of the person for whom the repair has been
made or to whom a repaired, rebuilt or used
weighing or measuring device has been sold or
delivered, and shall include a statement that such
device has been so altered, repaired or rebuilt as
to conform to the regulations of the department.
According to the preceding selection the most accurate of the following statements is:
A. A permit issued to engage in the business mentioned
above, first issued April 23, 1963, expired on
February 28, 1964.
B. A rebuilt or repaired weighing or measuring device
should not operate with less error than the
tolerance permitted by the regulations of the
department.
C. If a used scale in good condition is sold, it is not
necessary for the seller to notify the commissioner
of the name and address of the buyer.
D. There is a difference in the time required to notify
the commissioner of a repair or of a sale of a
repaired device.

In the following groups which would be filed first in an alphabetic filing system?
18. A. Iowa

B. Idaho

C. Illinois

D. Kentucky
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19. A. Carey, Paul B. Carey, Max
C. Carez, Artur D. Carey, Anthony
In the following groups, which would be filed last in an alphabetic filing system?
20. A. Red

B. Blue

C. Orange

D. Green

21. A. Buick
B. Oldsmobile
C. Rolls-Canardly D. Pontiac.
Which word or group of words in the following means MOST NEARLY, the word in capital letters?
22. The delegates will CONVENE at noon.
A. Dine B. Vote C. Debate D. Assemble
23. Their aim seems to be to THWART our plans.
A. Simplify B. Direct C. Block D. Rely On
24. This letter is far from CONCISE.
A. Accurate B. Full C. Brief D. Official

ANSWER SHEET

1. There is no known answer.
2. C
10 B 18. B
3. A
11. B
19. D
4. D
12. B
20. A
5. D
13. D 21. C
6. A
14. B
22. D
7. B
15. C
23. C
8. C
16. B
24. C
9. D
17. A
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